
Bit-Check 7 PZ Universal 2, 7 pieces

Bit-Checks / Bit-Safes Universal

  

EAN: 4013288033734 Size: 69x64x14 mm

Part number: 05056157001 Weight: 69 g

Article number: Bit-Check 7 PZ Universal 2 Country of origin: CZ

Customs tariff
number:

82079030

Upright positionable Bit-Checks convince due to their functionality in a minimum of space

Universal holder with quick-release chuck for rapid bit change

Torsion design against premature wear

Extra-hard bits

In handy and robust Bit-Check

Robust Bit-Check by Wera. Bit-Checks provide a quick overview of the tools available. Bits not needed are simply reinserted into the set and do not

get lost. Simple transportation e.g. in the shirt pocket. Includes universal holder for the take-up of bits with ¼” hexagon head drive as per DIN ISO

1173-C 6.3. Quick-release chuck for rapid bit change and the strong magnet holds the bits absolutely securely. Comes with Torsion bits to combat

premature wear; extra-hard.
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Bit-Check 7 PZ Universal 2, 7 pieces

Bit-Checks / Bit-Safes Universal

Set contents:

895/4/1 K
05053872001 1 x 1/4"x52

855/1 TH PZ
05056910001 2 x PZ 1x25

05056915001 3 x PZ 2x25

05056925001 1 x PZ 3x25

At the workplace TH-Bits Bit Ranges

The Bit-Checks can be positioned

upright at the workplace so the

tool is always quickly to hand.

TH-Bits are hard bits with a torsion

zone. Torsion bits absorb the

damaging peak torque loads in the

torsion zone. This prevents

premature wear and enhances the

service life of the bits.

For a firm, wobble-free connection

between holder and bit with quick-

release action. Simply push sleeve

forward to change bits. The

magnetic design enables simplified

positioning of the screw.

We have had bit ranges in our

programme for many years now. In

2016, we put a question mark

against everything and came up

with a game changer. We wanted

bit ranges with bits whose profiles

and sizes could be more easily

recognised. We wanted bit ranges

that were as compact as possible

and which were Wera-like at a first

glance. We wanted bit ranges with

bits that could be removed and

reinserted more easily. We wanted

bit ranges with as little weight as

possible. The new multi-

component Bit-Checks satisfy

these requirements; the soft

material in the lower section of the

Bit-Checks ensures that the bits

are firmly held yet easy to remove.
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